Step 1

Create the Tango™ Keystone

Pair 2 Tango™ beads together so it forms
a diamond shape where the holes form
2 V shapes, or Tango™ Keystone.

Step 2

Entry Point

Add 1st Tango™ Diamond Tile

Combine 2 Tango™ beads (A) so that
the holes align and are parallel, to form
a Tango™ diamond tile. Position this
diamond tile to the right upper edge
of the Tango™ Keystone,
so the holes are aligned.

Knot
Thread’s Direction
= Tango™ Bead (A)

= Seed Bead (B)

= Jump Ring (C)
4 x open jump rings
2 x closed jump rings
= Ear Wire (D)

= Chain (E)

Step 3

Add 2nd Tango™ Diamond Tile

Position 2 Tango™ beads (A) to form
a second Tango™ diamond tile on
the right upper edge of the first
Tango™ diamond tile, so the holes
are all aligned.

= Head Pin (F)
= Celtic Bead (G)

Step 4

Add 3rd Tango™ Diamond Tile

Position 2 Tango™ beads (A) to form
a Tango™ diamond tile on the upper left
edge of the Tango™ Keystone, so the holes
are aligned.

Step 5

Add Final Tango™ Diamond Tile

Position 2 Tango™ beads (A) to form
a Tango™ diamond tile on the upper left edge
of the previous Tango™ Diamond Tile.
This completes the Chevron shape.

Step 6

Thread the Lower Holes

Thread the Tango™ beads (A) through
the lower holes of the Chevron shape.

Entry Point
Knot
Thread’s Direction
= Tango™ Bead (A)

= Seed Bead (B)

= Jump Ring (C)
4 x open jump rings
2 x closed jump rings
= Ear Wire (D)

Step 7

= Chain (E)

Thread Seed Beads and Jump Ring

Thread a seed bead (B), a closed jump ring (C), and another seed bead (B).
Proceed threading through the upper holes up the Chevron shape.

= Head Pin (F)
= Celtic Bead (G)

Step 8

Thread the Seed Beads and Jump Ring

Thread another seed bead (B), a closed jump ring (C), and a final seed bead (B).
Re-thread through the previously threaded lower holes of the Chevron shape.
Finish with a knot between the middle of the first Tango™ diamond tile created.
Dot the knot with glue, cut the excess thread, and tuck the knot inside the lower
hole of the Tango™ Diamond tile.

Step 9

Attach 2 Jump Rings

Using pliers, open and attach a Jump Ring (C) to each closed jump ring (C)
on both ends of the Chevron.

Entry Point
Knot
Thread’s Direction
= Tango™ Bead (A)

= Seed Bead (B)

= Jump Ring (C)
4 x open jump rings
2 x closed jump rings
= Ear Wire (D)

= Chain (E)

= Head Pin (F)

Step 10

Attach 2 Chains to Jump Rings and Ear Wire

Attach 2 pieces of 1” chain (E) to the jump rings (C) on both sides of the Chevron shape.
Attach both chains to an open jump ring (C), attaching an ear wire (D) to the same upper jump ring (C).

= Celtic Bead (G)

Step 11

Insert Head Pin Into Celtic Bead

Insert head pin (F) through Celtic bead (G).
Using round nose plyers, curl the top end
of the pin, (F) so that it forms an open loop,
and the bead (G) sits on the flat end
of the head pin (F).

Entry Point
Knot
Thread’s Direction
= Tango™ Bead (A)

= Seed Bead (B)

= Jump Ring (C)
4 x open jump rings
2 x closed jump rings
= Ear Wire (D)

= Chain (E)

= Head Pin (F)
= Celtic Bead (G)

Step 12

Attach Bead to Upper Jump Ring

Connect an open jump ring (C) to a .75” length of chain (E),
and attach to the upper jump ring (C) that contains the ear wire (D).
Connect the loose end of chain to the open loop of head pin (F).
Tighten loop with round pliers to attach Celtic bead (G) and finish.

